Thalamic stimulation induced changes in effective connectivity
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Abstract

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a viable treatment for a variety of neurological conditions, however, the mechanisms through which DBS modulates large-scale brain networks are unresolved. Clinical effects of DBS are observed over multiple timescales. In some conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease and essential tremor, clinical improvement is observed within seconds. In many other conditions, such as epilepsy, central pain, dystonia, neuropsychiatric conditions or Tourette syndrome, the DBS related effects are believed to require neuroplasticity or reorganization and often take hours to months to observe. To optimize DBS parameters, it is therefore essential to develop electrophysiological biomarkers that characterize whether DBS settings are successfully engaging and modulating the network involved in the disease of interest. In this study, 10 individuals with drug resistant epilepsy undergoing intracranial stereotactic EEG including a thalamus electrode underwent a trial of repetitive thalamic stimulation. We evaluated thalamocortical effective connectivity using single pulse electrical stimulation, both at baseline and following a 145 Hz stimulation treatment trial. We found that when high frequency stimulation was delivered for >1.5 hours, the evoked potentials measured from remote regions were significantly reduced in amplitude and the degree of modulation was proportional to the strength of baseline connectivity. When stimulation was delivered for shorter time periods, results were more variable. These findings suggest that changes in effective connectivity in the network targeted with DBS accumulate over hours of DBS. Stimulation evoked potentials provide an electrophysiological biomarker that allows for efficient data-driven characterization of neuromodulation effects, which could enable new objective approaches for individualized DBS optimization.
Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a viable treatment option for a variety of medication refractory neurological disorders. The efficacy of DBS was first demonstrated in 1987 in a patient with Parkinson’s disease\textsuperscript{1}. The proportion of individuals that respond to DBS, and the degree of symptoms improvement differs between disorders, with particularly good results seen in disorders with well-defined pathological circuits and when DBS effects on clinical symptoms are immediate and allow for rapid screening and optimization of parameters (e.g. essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease)\textsuperscript{2}.

DBS has demonstrated utility for other diseases, including drug resistant epilepsy\textsuperscript{3}, however, the response rates and degree of symptom control may be less favorable in comparison to tremor disorders. In many cases, such as epilepsy, central pain and psychiatric conditions, DBS related effects are hypothesized to require neuroplasticity or reorganization and clinical effects take hours to months to observe\textsuperscript{4}. Epilepsy is a disorder chiefly characterized by a predisposition to recurrent unprovoked epileptic seizures and associated comorbidities\textsuperscript{5}. Substantial evidence has demonstrated that epilepsy is a brain network disorder, and notable for cross-subject heterogeneity, with subject-specific seizure network (SN) structure\textsuperscript{6}, and non-stationary seizure risk profiles with daily and multiday cycles of risk\textsuperscript{7}. The prototypical clinical manifestation of epilepsy—epileptic seizures—occur sporadically with inter-seizure intervals ranging from minutes to months. In such cases, it is essential to have rapid physiological biomarkers to quantify network level changes in excitability to inform seizure risk and guide therapy.

The setting of stereotactic EEG (sEEG), in which a number of multi-contact electrodes are used to characterize pathological networks and identify eloquent structures is highly suitable for developing such biomarkers. During sEEG, single pulse electrical stimulation can be used to evoke characteristic responses in connected regions, mapping effective connectivity throughout the network\textsuperscript{8,9}. This effective connectivity maps the causal influence of a stimulated site on other brain regions, and single pulse stimulation evoked potentials can quantify the excitability in such networks\textsuperscript{10-12}. Here, we test whether stimulation evoked potentials, as physiological biomarkers of effective connectivity, quantify meaningful neural changes after high frequency (HF) stim.

Results

Ten subjects with medication refractory epilepsy underwent clinically indicated invasive sEEG monitoring that included a thalamus electrode lead, and completed a trial of high frequency (HF) repetitive thalamic stimulation. Patient characteristics, sEEG lead location, and treatment stimulation parameters are listed in Table 1. Single pulses of electrical stimulation were delivered to the thalamus at baseline and following HF stimulation to quantify modulation of thalamocortical effective connectivity (thalamocortical evoked potentials) thought to be indicative of changes in network excitability\textsuperscript{10}. Patient 1 completed bilateral anterior thalamus high frequency trial stimulation. Patient 6 underwent single pulse stimulation at baseline, after 1 hour of HF stimulation, and again after 5.75 hours of HF stimulation (listed HF stimulation durations reflect only the active phase of duty-cycle stimulation).
Table 1. Patient characteristics. The duration of thalamic high frequency stimulation is the active stimulation time (does not include off-phase of duty-cycle stimulation). L=left. R=right. FCD=focal cortical dysplasia. ANT=anterior nucleus of the thalamus. Thalamic nuclei abbreviations, Krauth/Morel atlas\(^\text{13}\). PulM=medial pulvinar. AM=anteromedial nucleus. AV=anteroventral nucleus. VApC=ventral anterior nucleus, parvocellular division. VLa=ventral lateral anterior nucleus. VLpv=ventral lateral posterior nucleus, ventral division. CeM=central medial nucleus. Duty cycle (on-period and off-period) noted in minutes. NC=no change in regimen during the HF stimulation and single pulse stimulation period. LEV=levetiracetam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age range (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Seizure onset</th>
<th>Thalamic stim. localization</th>
<th>All 145 Hz, duty cycle stim.</th>
<th>Duration thalamic HF stimulation</th>
<th>Med. change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Diffuse bifrontal, left hemisphere lead in</td>
<td>R-AM/AV/VApC; L-AM/AV/VApC</td>
<td>145 Hz, 90 usec, 5.7 mA (divided) 1m. on 1m. off</td>
<td>7 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>46-50</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Left middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>L-4V/Lpd</td>
<td>145 Hz, 90 use, 3.6 mA, continuous</td>
<td>1.2 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21-25</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Bilateral hippocampus, left lead in</td>
<td>AM/AV, R-MTT, VAmc, VLpv, CeM</td>
<td>145 Hz, 200 use, 3.7 mA, 1m. on 1m. off</td>
<td>1.8 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Right occipital, peri-lesion (perinatal stroke)</td>
<td>R-PulM</td>
<td>145 Hz, 200 use, 5.8 mA, 1m. on 3m. off</td>
<td>4.25 HR</td>
<td>change (increase LTG, add ZNS 300 QHS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Left hippocampus, peri-lesion (neoplasm)</td>
<td>L-VLpv</td>
<td>145 Hz, 200 use, 4.6 mA, 1m. on 3 off</td>
<td>4.25 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>66-70</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Left neocortical and mesial temporal</td>
<td>L-VApC/MMT</td>
<td>145 Hz, 200 use, 4.3 mA, 1m. on 3 off</td>
<td>1; 5.75 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>41-45</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Bilateral anterior cingulate</td>
<td>R-VApC</td>
<td>145 Hz, 200 use, 2.5 mA, 1m. on 3 off</td>
<td>0.5 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Right superior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>R-VApC</td>
<td>145 Hz, 200 use, 3.3 mA, 1m. on 3 off</td>
<td>9.75 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Pre- and post-central gyr, peri-lesion (FCD)</td>
<td>L-VLpv</td>
<td>145 Hz, 200 use, 2.8 mA, 1m. on 5 off</td>
<td>0.5 HR</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Multifocal, right anterior/middle insula, amygdala, temporal neocortex</td>
<td>R-4V</td>
<td>145 Hz, 90 use, 3.2 mA, 1m. on 5 off</td>
<td>0.75 HR</td>
<td>Rescue IV lorazepam &amp; LEV pre baseline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 provides a study overview. Thalamocortical effective connectivity was assessed in 10 patients, with a total of 11 thalamus leads. Thalamus electrodes targeted the anterior thalamus (n=9 subjects) with active contacts primarily positioned with the anterior complex (namely, anteromedial (AM) and anteroventral (AV) nuclei) or ventral group (ventral anterior (VA) and ventrolateral (VL) nuclei), and targeted the pulvinar (n=1 subject) with active contacts positioned in the medial pulvinar (PulM). Evoked potential root mean square (RMS) amplitude was measured over the interval 20-300 milliseconds post single pulse stimulus for each recording contact, with example baseline and post-HF stimulation RMS amplitude shown in Fig. 2D. The time window of interest was selected to encompass typical N1 and N2 responses while omitting potential stimulation artifact\(^6\).

Figure 2 shows the 11 thalamus electrodes in MNI template space, overlayed on the Krauth/Morel thalamus atlas\(^{13}\), using the open-source Lead-DBS imaging package (v2.5.3)\(^{14}\), and BigBrain 3D human brain model\(^{15}\). Representative baseline and post-HF stimulation evoked...
potentials are shown for two subjects, and group level modulation of thalamocortical effective connectivity (measured by effect size of modulation of RMS amplitude, Cohen-D).

Figure 1. Thalamic high frequency stimulation and network effective connectivity. A) Bipolar single pulses of electrical stimulation (charge balanced symmetric square wave, leading cathodal phase) are delivered to neighboring thalamic electrode contacts. B) Single pulses delivered to the thalamus produce characteristic evoked responses in connected brain regions, evident in sEEG electrode voltage traces (figure shows representative evoked responses; average trace from n=10 single pulse stimuli). C) Thalamocortical evoked potentials were measured at baseline and following high frequency thalamic stimulation. Single trial and average voltage traces are shown for baseline (black) and post-high frequency stimulation (red). Root mean square (RMS) amplitude was calculated over post stimulus window 0.02-0.30 seconds, for each recording contact. D) Thalamocortical effective connectivity matrix shows evoked potential RMS amplitude at baseline, and post-high frequency stimulation, across all contacts, with clear suppression of thalamocortical evoked response amplitude (excitability) over multiple regions. AD=anterodorsal nucleus. AV=anteroventral nucleus. AM=anteromedial nucleus. VApc=ventral anterior nucleus, parvocellular division. SPES=single pulse electrical stimulation. EP=evoked potential. HF=high frequency.

Figure 2C shows a clear separation in induced changes in evoked potential amplitude with HF stimulation duration greater than or less than 1.5 hours. Consistent suppression of network excitability was seen with stimulation duration above 1.5 hours, which is not evident with short stimulation durations. Additionally, the degree of modulation is dependent on baseline effective connectivity, with positive correlation between baseline connectivity and modulation effect size. Fig. 2C only shows contacts with significant evoked potentials at baseline and ipsilateral to thalamic HF stimulation.

The anatomic distribution of HF stimulation induced changes are shown in glass brain renderings (Fig. 3). The anatomic distribution of effects are distinct across subjects, with different patterns seen with anterior complex (ex. Pt. 3), ventral group (ex. Pt 9), and pulvinar (Pt. 4) stimulation, with greater limbic, motor, and posterior quadrant patterns of connectivity, respectively. As evident in Figure 2C, Figure 3 again shows HF-stimulation induced changes in effective connectivity are dependent on stimulation duration.
Figure 2. Thalamic high frequency stimulation modulates network effective connectivity and is dependent on baseline connectivity strength, and duration. A) Ten patient cohort with thalamus electrodes (top panel, Krauth/Morel thalamus atlas) and all recording electrodes (bottom panel) shown in MNI template space (right hemisphere electrodes mirrored into left hemisphere). B) Example single trial and average thalamocortical evoked potential traces from two subjects completing short duration (top panel) and long duration (bottom panel) high frequency stimulation. C) Modulation of evoked potential amplitude is dependent on high frequency stimulation duration (>1.5 hours of active high frequency stimulation), and the strength of baseline connectivity. Solid lines correspond to linear model fit for each individual (Patient 1 had bilateral thalamic stimulation and left and right hemispheres treated independently). Plot shows recording electrodes with statistically significant baseline evoked potentials (paired T-test comparing RMS amplitude 0.02:0.30 seconds post-single pulse stimulus to -0.48:-0.2 seconds pre-single pulse stim (voltage traces undergo baseline correction by subtracting the median value for window -0.2:-0.05 seconds pre stimulus)).

Discussion

Deep brain stimulation is an effective treatment for a number of neurological conditions, however, there is a limited understanding of the anatomical distribution, timescales, and mechanisms underlying DBS effects. Electrophysiological biomarkers of network engagement and network excitability are particularly needed for disorders—like epilepsy, central pain, neuropsychiatric conditions—without short latency clinical effects to assess and tune DBS.

Here, a unique cohort of individuals undergoing epilepsy sEEG monitoring that includes a thalamus electrode, demonstrates that thalamocortical effective connectivity (assessed by single pulse electrical stimulation) can identify network excitability changes induced by high frequency thalamic stimulation. This work demonstrates that high frequency thalamic stimulation induced changes are dependent on the duration of stimulation, with consistent suppression of network excitability occurring after >1.5 hours of active phase stimulation. Additionally, this approach maps the anatomical distribution of effects, which is critical important when assessing engagement of a pathological network. Multiple studies spanning neurological disorders amenable to DBS have shown that efficacy is dependent on pathological network engagement using imaging connectivity based measures of engagement. Effective
connectivity, which represents the direct causal influence between neural elements, may provide even greater insight into network engagement by thalamic subfield stimulation, when compared to structural or functional imaging based methods. These findings provide direct electrophysiological evidence to support the proposed “network hypothesis” for epilepsy deep brain stimulation efficacy seen in long-term follow up of the pivotal clinical trial of anterior nucleus of the thalamus DBS for epilepsy clinical.\(^{20}\)

![High frequency thalamic stimulation induced changes in effective connectivity](image)

**Figure 3.** High frequency thalamic stimulation modulates brain excitability, with network specificity and stimulation duration dependence. Brain renderings show HF-stimulation induced changes in network effective connectivity (comparison of baseline and post-HF stimulation evoked potential RMS amplitude, Cohen-D effect size, for contacts with statistically significant baseline evoked potentials). Distinct anatomic distributions of effects can be seen between patients—note occipital engagement with medial pulvinar stimulation (Pt. 4), peri-rolandic engagement with ventrolateral nucleus stimulation (Pt. 4), and limbic engagement with anterior complex stimulation (ex. Pt. 3). Consistent suppression of effective connectivity is seen with HF stimulation duration >1.5 hours (top and middle row) vs. <1.5 hours (bottom row) (listed HF stimulation duration is the total time of the active phase only of duty-cycle stimulation). Std.u.=standard deviation units.

The 1.5 hours of active high frequency stimulation (does not include duty-cycle off phase) dependence may indicate that high frequency stimulation induced changes in thalamocortical effective connectivity reflect changes in neuronal activity regulated through homeostatic plasticity.\(^{21}\) Homeostatic plasticity operates to maintain relative stability in neuronal firing rates in the face of perturbations, and here may inhibit neuronal excitability in the face of HF stimulation. These hours long timescales observed here are also consistent with DBS clinical effects seen in motor tics, central pain, and mood symptoms\(^{4}\). Neuronal plasticity
dependent changes are distinct from the immediate direct electrical effects of DBS, which are evident in immediate tremor improvement in DBS for essential tremor and Parkinson’s disease.

This work is limited by the relative rarity of human intracranial EEG that includes thalamus electrodes, and the unpredictability of clinical care. The high frequency thalamic stimulation was delivered as a part of clinical care using a pragmatic approach, contributing to differences in stimulation parameters. One patient had resumption of antiseizure medications after baseline single pulse stimulation measurements but before post-HF stimulation measurements, which might contribute to differences in network excitability. While the anterior nucleus of the thalamus was targeted in 9 subjects, there was variability in the exact thalamic subfield position of active contacts.

These findings suggest that changes in effective connectivity in the network targeted with DBS accumulate over hours of DBS. Stimulation evoked potentials provide an electrophysiological biomarker that allows for efficient data-driven characterization of neuromodulation effects, which could enable new objective approaches for individualized DBS optimization. Objective short-latency electrophysiology-based biomarkers of stimulation induced changes in brain excitability and network engagement may provide a new means of assessing stimulation targets and tuning stimulation parameters to ultimately improve neuromodulation. This work may be leveraged by emerging devices with chronic brain recordings and adaptive stimulation capabilities to enable a new paradigm of highly personalized neuromodulation.

Methods

This is a retrospective clinical case series evaluating the effects of clinical high frequency thalamic stimulation delivered during sEEG monitoring. All participants received research single pulse electrical stimulation to measure network effective connectivity. Following completion of seizure network characterization by invasive sEEG monitoring, patients may undergo a trial of clinical therapeutic stimulation to assess therapeutic benefit and side effects, with the advantage of high quality local field potential recordings from distributed brain regions (up to 256 recording contacts). Participants underwent research single pulse electrical stimulation delivered to thalamic sEEG electrode contacts during wakefulness to assess thalamocortical effective connectivity, with single pulse stimulation delivered preceding and following (within 1 hour) HF thalamic stimulation. The Institutional Review Board of Mayo Clinic gave ethical approval for this work. All patients in the study completed a written informed consent. Data will be made available upon reasonable request.

Patient characteristics are listed in Table 1. Single pulse bipolar stimulation was delivered in a bipolar fashion through immediately neighboring contacts on the same lead, using symmetric charge balanced biphasic stimulation pulses with leading cathodal phase, delivered at 0.2 Hz, with 200 microsecond pulse width, for 10-15 repetitions. Single pulse stimulation was delivered by a Natus Nicolet stimulator (Patients 1, 2, 7, 9), g.tec g.ESTIM PRO with g.HiAmp amplifier (Patients 4, 8), or Medtronic external neurostimulator 37022 (Patients 3, 5, 6, 10). Current clamped systems (Natus and g.tec) delivered single pulse stimuli at 6 mA, and voltage clamped (Medtronic) at 6 V. The Medtronic external neurostimulator was used to deliver HF thalamic stimulation for all subjects.
Thalamocortical evoked potential data were first cleaned of stimuli with excessive artifact. High pass (1 Hz), low pass (170 Hz) and bandstop (for 60 Hz line noise and harmonics (120 Hz and 180 Hz)) filtering was performed with fourth order Butterworth filters, with forward-reverse filtering to correct for phase distortion. Voltage trace baseline correction consisted of subtracting the median value for window -0.2 to 0.05 seconds pre-stimulus from the tracing. Lastly, adjusted common average referencing was performed as previously described\textsuperscript{23}.

To quantify the strength of effective connectivity, baseline evoked potential root mean square (RMS) amplitude was calculated over time window 20 milliseconds through 300 milliseconds post single pulse stimulus. The statistical significance of evoked potentials was assessed by paired t-test, comparing RMS amplitude over this window to a pre-stimulation period of equal duration (480 to 200 milliseconds pre-stimulus, which avoids the baseline correction window). Changes in network excitability are though to modulate the amplitude of stimulation evoked measures of effective connectivity. Here, modulation of excitability by HF stimulation was evaluated using Cohen's $d$, as has been used previously\textsuperscript{10}, with Cohen's $d$ effect size equal to the difference in mean evoked potential RMS amplitude (post-HF stimulation vs. baseline) divided by the pooled standard deviation. A linear regression model, using Ordinary Least Squares evaluated the association between baseline effective connectivity, and HF stimulation induced changes in network excitability.

Post-operative CT, and pre-operative T1-weighted MRI (MPRAGE) images were used for lead localization. Open source Lead DBS imaging package (v2.5.3) was used for thalamus electrode localization relative to the Krauth/Morel atlas\textsuperscript{13}. Extra-thalamic lead localization and patient specific image rendering was performed using FreeSurfer 7 and custom scripts, along with the Destrieux atlas\textsuperscript{24}. Group electrode renderings in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space were completed using SPM12 and custom scripts (Fig. 2). All statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB (v2020b, MathWorks).
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